ACTIVE DIRECTORY /
OPEN LDAP
Synchronize Scanfree Pro users list with your Active
Directory/OpenLDAP

SCANFREE ACTIVE DIRECTORY / OPENLDAP
USER FRIENDLY INTERFACE
USER-FRIENDLY

 Export to Excel, Word
and XML

SCANFREE ACTIVE DIRECTORY / OPENLDAP
YOUR USERS QUICKLY IMPORTED

SCANFREE ACTIVE DIRECTORY / OPENLDAP
AUTOMATICALLY INTEGRATE ALL USER
USER-RELATED
RELATED INFORMATION
 M
Makes
k it possible
ibl to
t view,
i
filt
filter
and publish changes that have
occurred since the previous
synchronization with Active
Directory or OpenLDAP.
 Possibility of setting up
3 different connection
profiles.
 Compatible OpenLDAP / LDAP
(RFC3377).
 Landpark Active Directory /
OpenLDAP improve your
productivity by integrating user
information rapidly and reduce
your data‐processing
administration tasks.

THE COMPANY

LANDPARK provides you with the best IT Asset Management and help desk software, helping you
achieve optimal management of your resources
resources.
Hundreds of major companies have recognized our expertise in the field, IT managers have
successfully been able to exert fine‐grained control over their IT resources.
Our mission is to :
TREAT each and every customer as unique,
ESTABLISH privileged relationships with our customers,
PROVIDE them with our unique technical expertise and knowledge,
ADDRESS their requirements and validate their expectations through our benchmarks.
Our APPROACH to asset management and help desk technology has proven reliable
and sustainable over years.
Thanks to the added‐value of our approach, we are able to assist you in your projects.

Founded in 1992, our company has
acquired recognized expertise in PC
software.
The company has since consolidated
its technological proficiency with
a practical approach by constantly
analyzing the actual needs of its
clients.
Since 1998, the company has
consistently increased its presence
i th
in
the world
ld off IT assett managementt
and has been a major international
actor by successfully deploying its
solutions in blue‐chip corporations
and administrations.
The company has always been keen
on selecting the right technology
for a successful development
strategy.
Thousands of customers have
already installed one of our
products.

Our Landpark product range allows
significant increases in productivity
and a better implementation of IT
asset management best practises
thanks to the technical insight of
our engineers.
engineers
Today, our company has become
a major publisher with a large
number of innovative solutions.
Our company dedicates a
significant amount of its turnover
to R&D.
Capitalizing on its customers’
experience, its developers are
constantly at the forefront of
cutting‐edge
tti
d technology.
t h l

LA COUETTERIE
72500
BEAUMONT PIED DE BOEUF ‐ FRANCE
Phone : 00 33 (2) 43 46 53 67
http://www.landparksoftware.com/en/home

